Compost Screening at Low Cost!

Once more we reduce the price of the Littleford Compost Screen. Increased production, caused by increased sales, enables us to offer this remarkable screen for $150.00. Write for a complete description of this machine; learn what it will do.

LITTLEFORD BROS.
436 E. Pearl St. Cincinnati, Ohio

AUGUST, 1928
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Consider Density and Root Growth

These characteristics are seldom considered when greenskeepers and committees are selecting creeping bent for their new greens. Leesley Creeping Bent roots extremely deep and forms a dense leaf growth. That’s why Leesley greens stand heavy play during and after rains and take, without injury, a smartly pitched back-spin shot which on ordinary bent would leave an unsightly hole and a muddy ball.

The density and deep root growth of Leesley creeping bent means better playing conditions and lower maintenance costs. There are other characteristics of Leesley Creeping bent identifying this strain as the one you want. Look over any Leesley greens and write us for complete details.

ROBERT F. LEESLEY GRASS CO.
Grower of the Famous Leesley and Riverside Strains of Creeping Bent
Telephones: Riverside 5348-5454

22nd and Harlem Ave.  NURSERY ADDRESS: RIVERSIDE, ILL

Write for your free copy of the valuable Leesley book on creeping bent greens.

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers